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Harrison Desk Calendar, 1997
An attractive calendar from the end of the Harrison printing company

Special thanks to a regular reader who specialises in Harrison for the scans below. *
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Quarter 4, 2019

Brads of New Malden 1
Lovely engraved dummy stamp material sold

Thanks to the kindness of the recent buyer
(a regular DS reader), the die proof, stamp
booklet and a full pane of the dummy stamp
depicting the Bradbury, Wilkinson New
Malden premises acquired in 1919 can be
shown here.
Die Proof: Dated 7 July 1924 in pencil, it is
also signed and approved by Mr. Bruce, a
company director at the time.
Stamp Booklet: The only near complete
booklet known is, sadly, ink stained but is
no less important. A full booklet had 16
panes of six dummy stamps, which in this
instance was stapled together by its left-hand
selvedge. The dark blue cover is entirely
unprinted.
It is possible that inverted panes were also
used, but this would not be obvious unless
seen in a booklet, as they are unlikely to be
visually different once separated from the
covers, assuming right margin is perforated.
Booklet Pane: Twelve panes bear the
violet ink stains at top and bottom right,
but luckily four known panes lack this
damage. The damaged panes are likely to be
split into singles and pairs for sale. *
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Brads of New Malden 2
Two distinct printings exist

In email correspondence with the purchaser of the stamp booklet and die proof material shown on the previous
page, mention was made that the imperforate versions known of this design must be a late printing. Seeking
further information, your compiler was advised: “Looking at the labels. Perf is line perf 12, actually 11.9.
In all respects, cream paper and cream Arabic gum is very similar to Seahorses so a George V issue. I suggest
that the colour is Indigo Blue – this is consistent for the perforated labels. Conversely, imperf is on very white
paper with white Arabic gum and the colour is Blue, again consistent on these. So, imperf looks to be post
war perhaps even as New Malden was closing?” *

London 2020
A reminder for your 2020 diary…….

There will be a major stamp exhibition at the Business Design Centre in Islington, London from Saturday 2
May 2020 until Saturday 9 May 2020. This will be an international, granted FIP Patronage, with
competitive classes in Championship, Traditional, Postal History, Thematic, Revenue, Postal Stationery,
Aerophilately, Open, Picture Postcards, One Frame, Modern, Literature and Youth….and dealers, of course.
Do try to attend if London is readily accessible to you, as it promises to be a fine event. *
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Britannia v. Sower

DS Used to Promote eBay Sale

Interesting comparisons

Not that it worked!

One of our regular contributors from France made
an interesting observation recently. He wrote:

An eBay vendor used the front page of DS27 as a
means of trying to increase the price of his lot.

“Reading more consciously the part about Britannia
in DS, I realized that it reminded me of something
else. But what? .... rising sun, ..... lines in the background....., solid background .... ????? Euréka!!!

Originally offered at £39.99 without the DS feature
included, it shot to £99 once added to description.
The attempt at extracting more money from us poor
collectors failed, as nobody bought it and the price

slowly dropped to £29.99 but, at the time of
publication, it remained unsold.

“It reminded me of the Sower (French Marianne
stamps from 1903 to 1937). Look at the scans I'm
sending you. The similarity is puzzling. The same
sun and same line background (upper pair). Same
solid background and no sun (lower pair).
Britannia looks east (to France) and the Sower looks
west (to England), but in both countries the Sun
rises well in the East. ;-)
“Harrison knew these French stamps very well
because they were distributed in billions of copies.
So I wonder if this would be a friendly eye wink
between two countries that became very friendly at
that time (after many centuries of detestation and
war). But it may be just a funny coincidence. Who
knows?”
Who indeed! An interesting observation, proving
that there is always something to observe.
*

Your compiler had hoped that DS would help
readers spot relevant items, not add to the cost
burden of their hobby. Fortunately, common sense
prevailed. *

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off.
Thank you. *
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